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Freshman Class Is
Biggest in 10 Years

Statistics Show Average Age Is
17 Years, You get Ever
To Enter B. M.

26 STATES ARE INCLUDED
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Varsity Scores Over

Philadelphia Cricket Club

Victory of 3 to 1 Obtained in

Spite of Poor Teamwork

and

Passing

SECOND TEAM WINS 6-1

On Saturday morning, Varsity won their game with the Philadelphia Cricket Club by a score of 8.2.

In spite of the fact that this was Varsity's second victory, we are sorry to say that it did not measure up to our last week's expectations. Except for a few sporadic pluggings, which resulted in quick and efficient goals, the forwards spent their time rushing aimlessly about the field, out of position half of the time, and letting the Yellows take the ball out from under their noses the other half.

Although the Cricket Club team lacked both wing players, its stickwork, passing, and general offense was far superior to that of the Bryn Mawr team, sold but for the splendid work of Smith at goal. Varsity might have been left far behind. We realize, however, that the absence of Taggart and Faeth on the forward line might have been the partial cause of the general confusion and the lack of any definite plan of attack.

The line-up was as follows:

Philadelphia C.C.

Bryn Mawr

College Bookshop

The Country Bookshop

Simsie

Knight

Pitterman

Gray

Dixon

Burt

Wright

SEVILLE ARCADE

BRYN MAWR. PA.
Freshman Class Is
Under Age Four

I'age four hundred freshmen have entered the University of Pennsylvania. This is a greater proportion of matriculation than has been recorded in any previous year. The result of the elastic aptitude test given parents where available indicates that a new generation is represented considerable college training. Two in three of the stock of freshmen are apparently of straight English stock.

It is true that there are all the parents were abroad, the own stock of freshmen is coming to Pennsylvania. The following are the results of the various aptitudes of entering Bryn Mawr with the number of freshmen who entered by each method:

Planes: A: Examinations taken usually at two different times. (All students required for entrance.)

Planes: B: Examination taken at one time.

Planes: C: Four examinations taken two each year (many more probably each year who have ever passed their first two). Three.

Plan: D: No examinations, from schools not regularly preparing for college, or remote places, colleges. The result of this is simply a list of those who have finished a college course.

There are 19 Harvard fathers, 8 Yale fathers, 8 University of Pennsylvania, 7 Princeton, 11 Bryn Mawr mothers.

The number prepared entirely by private schools is a little less than seven, the number prepared entirely by public schools is a little less than seven, and the number prepared by a combination of the two is greater than usual. The figures are: 10 per cent. private school, only, 11 per cent. public school only, 11 per cent. a combination of the two.
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